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 The use of sharing channel simultaneously has become the trend in 
telecommunication technology particularly in network with distributed users 
as the allocation of frequency spectrum becomes more crowded. The 
proposed power control method in cognitive femtocell network is based on 
game theory (commonly known as power control game, PCG). This method 
uses utility function formula as the goal of game theory for power strategy in 
power update process. Utility function formula of Proposed PCG includes 
channel sharing factor that aimed to accommodate the system requirement of 
channel sharing. The result showed that the implementation of channel factor 
is inversely proportional to the signal to noise and interference ratio (SINR) 
and transmit power, but proportional to utility function. In comparison of 
user transmit power and SINR with two other methods, can also be conclude 
that Proposed PCG was able to achieve SINR of 5.49 dB and above the SINR 
target 5 dB, while the Thalabani (TB) and Koskie-Gajic (KG) were only able 
to achieve respective SINR of 4.87 dB and 4.98 dB. It can be concluded that 
the Proposed PCG was better in achieving the SINR target. It means that the 
quality of service in this system can be fulfilled properly.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In the developing telecommunication era, cellular network with centralized power control creates a 
new dilemma as it has better performance than distributed power control network and it is able to generate 
optimum solution efficiently with low communication cost and computation requirement in the small-scale 
system. Yet on the other hand, as the size of the network grows and the number of cellular users became 
uncertain, centralized algorithm is now considered ineffective. The challenge of developing distributed 
algorithm is to create an algorithm that is able to work independently, without global information and 
centralized coordination. Distributed power control could avoid bottleneck effect of centralized power 
control and is able to improve reliability by diminishing the failure effect in central station. Therefore, the 
implementation of this shows some promises [1]. 

Developed distributed power control includes distributed power control (DPC) method and game 
theoretical power control or as commonly known as power control game (PCG). PCG is a power control 
based on game theory approach by proposing a specific utility function. By creating the utility function that 
accommodates SINR target, the iteration process could be reduced in the function. SINR target is 
accommodated in utility function to obtain the required power to meet the intended SINR target. The result of 
implementing utility function tends to surpass the SINR target, meanwhile DPC method only able to reach 
the SINR target without exceeding it [2]. Utility could be translated as improvement of throughput and 
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network capacity based on power limitation and interference total by user’s ability to determine strategy in 
competing with other user to obtain better power control [3]. 

Scheme of power control has been studied extensively to minimalize interference and ensure the 
quality of service (QoS) requirements are met [3], create green wireless communication by resolving QoS 
trade-off and improving energy efficiency [4 - 6]. Studies of power control by implementing game theory are 
also aimed to improve the convergence rate (Nash Equilibrium) [4 - 7] and low complexity [8]. Many simple 
algorithms are able to be implemented in distributed power control scheme, yet they have low convergence 
rate and low power utilization ratio. Hence, these algorithms are difficult to be accommodated in dynamic 
network environment. Other studies are able to improve convergence rate and power utilization ratio; 
however, they do not meet the requirement to be classified as smart network. Therefore, this study proposed 
distributed power control algorithm based on efficient game theory with high convergence rate in stable 
condition [4]. Moreover, studies of power control in femtocell network are classified based on channel use, 
with single channel and multi-channel where each user can accommodate his power through various 
frequency channels [9]. Application of multi-channel in femtocell network is also able to improve utility 
function, minimize interference, increase throughput, and improve convergence rate (iteration efficiency). 

Previous studies have not shown the effect of channel sharing factor parameter on utility function. 
Hence, this study introduced channel sharing factor and analyze its application and its effect on user’s 
convergence rate, user transmitted power, utility function improvement, and ability to meet SINR target as 
parameter of QoS of a system. 
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD  
2.1.  System model 

Figure 1 displays the user and channel model in cognitive femtocell network. In this study, the user 
is a pair of femto user equipment (FUE) as transmitter (Tx) and femto access point (FAP) as receiver (Rx). 
User data generation influenced by the number of femtocell used in co-tier network topology. Since users in 
co-tier topology is a pair, the number of femtocells shows the number of generated user in multi-channel 
system, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. User and channel model in 

femtocell network 
Figure 2. Channel division scheme in femtocell users 

 
 

Channel division of existing users can be observed in Figure 2. The focus of channel sharing is user 
group as each user share his channel with others. Figure 2 shows a condition where channel-1 is shared by 
user-1 and user-3, thus user-1 channel-1 can be denoted as U1C1, and user-3 channel-1 as U3C1. 

 
2.2.  Utility function of PCG  

Utility function of PCG is determined by factors influencing system performance such as SINR 
target, achieved SINR user, maximum number of users allowed, user power, and other parameters that 
determine the quality of service (QoS). Utility function represents player’s preference, where if player i 
prefer a ϵ S strategy to b ϵ S strategy, then ui (a) > ui (b). 

In general, utility function can be classified into two functions with their own characteristics,  
which are: 
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a.  Reward Function 
- Comes in the form of SINR or obtained bit capacity by the change of power strategy  
- Tends to increase utility (positively)  
- The power is directly proportional to the reward value thus improving the total value of utility function  

b.  Pricing Function  
- Could come in the form of interference caused by power strategy choice  
- Tends to decrease utility (negatively)  
- The power is directly proportional to the pricing value thus the total value of utility function  

is decreased.  
Determination of utility and pricing functions is used to establish user transmitted power efficiency. 

For example, user located near FAP must be charged with low pricing factor as low power assumption. On 
the contrary, user that is far from FAP must be charged with high pricing factor as high power consumption. 
Determination of utility function is also adjusted to predetermined proposed model and supported by other 
influencing factors such as channel use, SINR target determination, maximum power transmit, and other 
factors. The use of channel is directly proportional to power consumption, therefore in multi-channel 
cognitive femtocell system, the more the channel used, the more the power transmitted. 

In this study, utility function is focused on each user’s channel, thus every user has accumulative 
utility function comprised of various utility functions of each used channel. For example, a user who uses 
channel 1 and channel 2 then its power is accumulated in both channels. Hence, as the number of used 
channel increases, the required power also rises, since every channel has its own unique SINR and power that 
affect utility function. In this study, the proposed utility function was implemented in every user’s channel, 
since every channel has its own unique SINR and power that affect utility function. Hence, the effect of 
SINR and user’s power are the main factors in formulating new utility function. The formula of utility 
function in this study is called Proposed PCG [10]: 

 

 22 2 tar
i i i i k i i i iU a p b c      

                                                  (1) 
 

where ai, bi and ci are constants,  k is channel sharing factor, ɣi
tar is SINR target, and ɣi is user SINR.  

In DPC method, as explained in utility function characteristic discussion [11, 12], when the SINR is 
fixed, then the increase of power will reduce the utility value to the zero level (0). This theory is in line with 
DPC utility function equation [13]: 

 

 2tar
i i i iU c   

                                                                                   (2) 
 

where  ɣi
tar = ɣi  is occurred when the DPC system reached convergence condition and then Ui = 0. 
As power control methods in distributed system, connection between DPC and PCG methods 

appears in utility function formula. DPC method can be referred to determine utility function formula and 
power update of PCG method. Power update formula is comprised of two components, DPC component 
(static component) and dynamic one. Dynamic components is the difference between DPC and PCG 
methods. Dynamic component in power update formula also differs with pricing function component in 
utility function formula. Pricing function component is implemented as disincentive when user use power 
excessively, meanwhile dynamic component is related with power update process to measure user power 
value in convergence in order to obtain preferred user SINR. 

Other than analysis of performance comparison of DPC and PCG methods [2], there is other 
analysis based on various parameters such as utility function of determining Nash Equilibrium. This analysis 
does not need comparison, but it requires the proof of utility function characteristic of DPC and PCG 
methods. Since the objective of game theory is maximizing player’s utility function based on strategy 
implementation, the utility value in PCG should increase along with the power increase, as reported by [14]. 
This fact is what differ PCG method with DPC. The utility value could also decrease due to several factors 
such as, increase of the number of users used shared channel [15] and also distance between user and  
FAP [16, 17]. 
 
2.3.  Power update formula 

The power update equation is used by the user to independently update the power based on the 
received SINR. This power update equation is obtained from the previous equation of the specified utility 
function (Ui) which is derived to user power (pi). The iteration process based on the power update equation 
will produce optimal power. Mathematically, it is formulated as [18]: 
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0i

i

dU

dp


                                                                                                    (3) 
 

Based on (3), the power update formula can be obtained from (1) for the analysis of transmit power 
in the Proposed PCG method as follows [10]: 
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In the performance analysis process, the Proposed PCG method will be compared with the other two 
PCG methods, the Koskie Gajic (KG) [13] and the Thalabani (TB) [19] which are shown in (5) and (6): 
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2.4.  Channel sharing factor  
This study introduces channel sharing factor (k) that appears in equation of Proposed PCG utility 

function (1) and power update (4). This factor is formulated as: 
 

1 1

2k rk
  

                                                                                              (7) 
 

If k = 2r = 1/k then r = log2 k = -log2 k, with k is channel sharing factor, r is channel factor and k 
is channel size (resource block, RB). Channel sharing factor shows the maximum number of user that can be 
accommodated in each channel while channel factor (r) is the value related with channel size (k) used in 
system that inversely proportional to k. 
 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
3.1.  Characteristics of utility function  

Figure 3 shows that in DPC, characteristic of utility function decreased to nearly reach zero value. 
This result is in line with (2), where it states that in convergence, SINR received by user is equal to SINR 
target, thus the value of utility function is zero. Meanwhile, PCG had contrary characteristic as illustrated  
in Figure 4. 

As displayed in Figure 4, Proposed PCG method also had increasing utility value as the power 
increased. The change of power increase only occurred before the system reached Nash  
equilibrium (convergence).  
 
 

 
Figure 3. User’s utility function in DPC method 

 
Figure 4. User’s utility function in Proposed  

PCG method 
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3.2.  Implementation of channel sharing factor 
The change of channel sharing factor (k) value or in utility function or power update equations was 

aimed to observe the effect of varied channel sharing factor (k) value on improving system performance in 
terms of transmitted power efficiency, ability to meet SINR target, or convergence rate.  

Channel sharing factor (k) value can be set as homogeny (static) based on the average number of 
channel used simultaneously compared with total number of allocated channels, or adaptive (dynamic) based 
on each user who shares one channel compared with total number of allocated channels. Proper selection of 
channel sharing factor (k) value was expected to improve system performance based on the three 
parameters: SINR, power, and utility function. 

As explained in (3), channel sharing factor (k) is inversely proportional to channel factor (r), thus 
as the k value decreases, the value of r rises. The decreasing value of k means that the maximum number of 
users that can be accommodated in one channel increases. Characteristic of channel sharing factor affected 
the change of user SINR as illustrated in Figure 5. As the value of k decreased, the channel factor (r) 
increased, which means that the channel size (k) increased, thus the user SINR consequently decreased to 
nearly reach target SINR that was 5 dB. This result was similar with DPC characteristics. When the channel 
was not shared with the value of k =1 or r = 0, the SINR value reached the highest number of 5.999 dB. 

Figure 6 shows that as the k value decreased (r increased), or as the channel size (k) grew, then the 
required power declined. This result is related to the decreased number of SINR received by user as the r 
value rise, as illustrated in Figure 5. Moreover, Figure 7 displays the change of utility function caused by the 
variation of channel factor (r). In this figure, as the r value grew, the utility function increased to nearly reach 
zero value (0). This result means that the characteristic in Figure 2 is supported by Figure 7, as the variation 
of k or r influences the user’s utility value. 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Change of SINR due to channel  

factor (r) variation 
Figure 6. Change of power due to channel  

factor (r) variation 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Change of utility function due to channel factor (r) variation 
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3.3.  Analysis of convergence in utility function 
Analysis of convergence in utility function is based on user iteration requirement to reach 

convergence. The variation of k influences the change of utility function value, but it does not affect the 
number of iteration required by user to reach convergence. Significant factor influences the number of 
iteration are distance among users and the number of users who share the channel. 

Figure 8 illustrates characteristic of utility function when k =1 or when only one user used the 
channel (not included in the real channel sharing). As can be seen in Figure 8, this utility value was higher 
than the previous on before reaching convergence in specific value and iteration. 

This result also displayed in utility function characteristic in in Figures 9 and 10. Both figures show 
the characteristic of utility function when one user share the channel with another user. The value of k =1/2 
is the highest value of channel sharing factor as the minimum number of users who share the channel is 2 
users. Meanwhile, the number of k =1/8 means that there were 8 users who shared the channel. 

Figure 11 shows the utility function comparison of the three values of k. With the smaller number 
of k the resulting utility function yang value will be larger. However, this fact does not affect the number of 
iteration required by user to reach convergence. This can be translated as the lack of influence of channel 
sharing factor on user’s convergence rate. 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Utility function when k =1 Figure 9. Utility function when k =1/2
 

 

 
Figure 10. Utility function when k =1/8 

 
Figure 11. Utility function comparison of  

various k values 
 
 

3.4.  Analysis of Transmit Power and SINR 
Figures 12 and 13 show a comparison of Proposed PCG with two other methods, Thalabani (TB) 

and Koskie-Gajic (KG) methods. As can be seen in Figure 12, the power usage of proposed PCG converged 
in a higher power, but it was used to meet the specified target SINR.  

The result in Figure13 showed that the Proposed PCG was able to achieve SINR of 5.49 dB and 
above the SINR target 5 dB, so that the quality of service in this system can be fulfilled properly. The results 
of the Thalabani (TB) and Koskie-Gajic (KG) methods have a relatively lower power but were not able to 
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achieve the target SINR as shown in Figure 13. As can be seen in Figure 13, the Thalabani (TB) and Koskie-
Gajic (KG) were only able to achieve respective SINR of 4.87 dB and 4.98 dB, which were lower than the 
target SINR of 5 dB, hence their quality were still below the Proposed PCG. 

 
 

 
Figure 12. Comparison of user transmit power of 

Proposed PCG with two other methods
Figure 13. Comparison of user SINR of Proposed 

PCG with two other methods 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION  
It can be concluded from the results that as the channel sharing factor (k) decreases, or the channel 

factor (r) increases, which meant that more user share the channel, the user SINR also decreases. As the 
value of channel sharing factor decreases, the required power also decreases as the user SINR decreases. In 
relation with utility function, the smaller value of channel sharing factor means that the larger number of 
users that can be accommodated in the channel (channel size k increases), thus increasing the number of 
utility value. From the comparison results of user transmit power and SINR, Proposed PCG was able to 
achieve SINR of 5.49 dB and above the SINR target 5 dB, while the Thalabani (TB) and Koskie-Gajic (KG) 
were only able to achieve respective SINR of 4.87 dB and 4.98 dB. It can be concluded that the Proposed 
PCG was better in terms of achievement of the SINR target. 
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